Creative Curriculum home learning challenges

Bronze (1 point)

English

Maths

Silver (2 points)

Write an explanation for how the pyramids were
constructed.

Make a simple game about ancient Egypt e.g. Snap,
Uno, Snakes and Ladders etc

Visit a travel agent and explore modern Egypt. Plan
a family holiday including costing. Then create a
travel brochure to advertise your holiday.

Gold (3 points)

Create a newspaper report about Howard carter’s
discovery of Tutankhamen’s tomb.

Design a map of a Pharaoh’s tomb. Write a set of
compass directions to get to the centre to find the
treasure. Don’t forget to include hidden traps!
When preparing a dead body for mummification,
ancient Egyptians removed the different organs
from the body and placed them into Canopic jars,
ready for the afterlife.
1. Draw an outline of a person and inside draw and
label where each of the main organs are.
2. Create a table to show the organs and their
functions

Science

Use any material of your choice (paint, clay, fabric
and create an outfit that could have been word in
Egyptian time.

Research the water cycle. Draw a diagram of the
water cycle (labelling the picture). If you can, try to
make a model version of the water cycle and bring
it into class.

History
Geography

Find out about the Egyptian flag. If you designed
your own flag for Egypt, what would it look like?

Create a list of questions you would ask Howard
Carter to find out more about his discovery.

Research the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic
alphabet and use it to create a short poem/ story.

Art/Design
Technology

Draw or paint a picture of something linked to
ancient Egypt.

Make some Egyptian jewellery.

Make a mask or headdress for one of the Egyptian
Gods or princesses.

List ten things that we would not see in Ancient
Personal,
Egypt and why.
Social and
AND
Emotional
List ten things that we would see in Ancient Egypt
Development and why.

It was very important to ancient Egyptian religious
beliefs that the human body was mummified. Do
you agree or disagree? Explain your reasoning.

Do you think the Egyptian Hierarchy was fair?
Write a debate stating your point of view.

